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Abstract
Mobile code emerges as a new paradigm for developing non-interactive distributed applications. It requires
less network communication compared with the conventional client/server paradigm, thus could reduce the
bandwidth requirements of many applications, and ease network management in the ever-growing Internet.
Active research is undertaken to bring the paradigm to realization, yet security concerns appear to be the major
factor of its general acceptance.
In this paper, we examine qualitatively the security considerations and challenges in application development
with the mobile code paradigm. We identify a simple but crucial security requirement for the general
acceptance of the mobile code paradigm, and evaluate the current status of mobile code development in
meeting this requirement. We find that the mobile agent approach is the most interesting and challenging
branch of mobile code in the security context. Therefore, we built a simple agent-based information retrieval
application, the Traveling Information Agent (TIA) system, and discuss the security issues of the system in
particulars.
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1. Introduction
Distributed applications are applications that involve the coordination of two or more computers,
geographically apart and connected by a physical network. Most distributed applications we see today, such as
email, network news, file transfer, and Web browsing, are deploying the client/server paradigm. In the
client/server paradigm, an application is divided into two processes, a client process running locally that asks
for services and a server process on a remote site that gives services to the client. The client and server
processes must communicate with each other in order to carry out their tasks successfully. Communication is
done by means of message exchange. There are at least two problems with the client/server paradigm:
i.
ii.

It has a high network bandwidth requirement due to the large number of messages exchanged.
It usually requires users to response to computation results interactively, under different situations.
Neither the client nor server would make decisions for users autonomously.

In view of the deficiencies of the client/server paradigm, the mobile code paradigm has been developed as an
alternative approach for distributed application design. In the client/server paradigm, programs are
geographically stationary, meaning that they do not move to another machine, and only run on the machines
they reside on. (Therefore, the two processes must communicate continuously.) The mobile code paradigm, on
the other hand, allows programs to be transferred among and executed on different computers. By allowing
code to move between hosts, programs can interact on the same computer instead of over the network.
Therefore, communication cost can be reduced.
Besides, the mobile programs can be designed to work on behalf of users autonomously. In this case, the
mobile programs are called mobile agents [Whi98]. The autonomy of mobile agents allows users to delegate
their tasks to the mobile agents, and not to stay continuously in front of the computer terminal.
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The promises of the mobile code paradigm bring about active research in its realization. Supporting mobile
code technology is also fast developing. Experimental mobile code systems that allow programs to move on a
computer network have become available for download on the Internet [AS98]. However, these systems are
not yet popular. Neither is the mobile code paradigm commonly adopted. Most researchers agree that the
hurdle is security concerns [GBH98]. To gain general acceptance of the mobile code paradigm and systems,
especially from application developers, there must be strong evidences for a certain security level for
applications developed using such paradigm and systems.
In this paper, we try to collect such evidences. First, in Section 2, we review some of the foundation materials
of the mobile code paradigm. We elaborate Ghezzi and Vigna’s classification of mobile code paradigms
[GV97], which is a collection of the remote evaluation, code on demand and mobile agent approaches. We
demonstrate briefly their applications, and present our own classification of the supporting implementation
technologies. In Section 3, we state the general security requirements of distributed applications, and identify a
simple but crucial security requirement for the general acceptance of mobile code from the application
developers’ view. In Sections 4, we address the current status of mobile code paradigms in meeting these
requirements. In Section 5, we present a travelling information retrieval application deploying the mobile
agent approach, which is the most interesting branch of mobile code discussed, and study the security issues in
this sample application. Finally in Section 6, we conclude with some directions for future work on mobile code
development.

2. The Mobile Code Paradigm
2.1 Classification of Mobile Code Paradigms
The mobile code paradigm is actually a collective term, applicable wherever there is mobility of code.
Different classes of code mobility can be identified, whereas Ghezzi and Vigna proposed three of them,
namely remote evaluation, code on demand and mobile agent [GV97]. In what follows, we use the words
“paradigm” and “paradigms” interchangeably, where the plural word “paradigms” refers to the three separate
classes, while the singular word “paradigm” addresses the three classes as a whole. The classification, together
with the client/server paradigm, is summarized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Ghezzi and Vigna’s Classification of Mobile Code Paradigms.
In particular, the “know-how” in Figure 1 represents the code that is to be executed for the specific task. In the
mobile code paradigms (remote evaluation, code on demand, and mobile agent), the know-how moves from
one side to another side regarding where the computation takes place; while in the client/server paradigm, the
know-how is stationary on the remote (server) side. Resources are the input and output for the code, whereas
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processor is the abstract machine that carries out and holds the state of the computation. The arrows represent
the directions in which the specific item should move before the required task is carried out.
Remote evaluation has the know-how on the local side, but the resources and processor on the remote side.
The know-how is to be moved from the local side to the remote side for computation to carry out. The opposite
happens for code on demand where the resources and processor reside on the local side, but not the know-how.
The mobile agent paradigm adds complexity to the remote evaluation paradigm by also allowing the processor
to move around with the know-how. Therefore, agents can make different execution decisions according to
different execution results on previous destinations. This idea is actually an extension of the intelligent agent
concept applied in a distributed execution environment [RN95].
Ghezzi and Vigna’s classification is found to be comprehensive and representative of most existing mobile
code paradigms, and we will base our discussion on this classification.
2.2 Applications of Mobile Code Paradigms
While the mobile code paradigms are not yet common among application developers, they are already
implicitly used in many systems. For example, the rsh command is utilizing the remote evaluation approach,
and Java applets are realizing the code-on-demand approach.
The more complex mobile agent paradigm, however, is less commonly applied in distributed applications.
Nevertheless, the enlightening idea of code autonomy in a de-centralized system has directed researchers to
increasing efforts of making the paradigm realistic. [Whi98] suggested many mobile agent applications in
everyday life. One pro-classical example in electronic commerce is autonomous bargaining and shopping.
Other applications of the mobile agent approach are suggested in [PK98], [BGP97], [OOC97], and [BP98].
No matter which category of mobile code paradigms is employed in an application, users should always be
specifically reminded of the underneath security risks. In Section 4, we will have a closer examination of
security concerns for the mobile code paradigms.
2.3 Supporting Implementation Technologies
A paradigm (both mobile code and client/server) would be of little use if no implementation technology can
support its realization. Fortunately, active research has been taking place to realize the client/server paradigm
since the past few decades, as well as the mobile code paradigm in these few years [AS98].
Ghezzi and Vigna also gave a classification of the supporting implementation technologies in [GV97]. One
branch of technologies they discussed is called message-based technology, which allows an executing unit to
send messages to and receive messages from a remote executing unit. An example is the Remote Procedure
Call (RPC). Another branch is called mobile technology: technologies that allow an executing unit to move
their code to a remote side, possibly carrying their execution state when they move. Examples are the Aglets
[IBM99], Mole [IPV98], and Odyssey [GM98]. In Section 5, we will present a mobile agent system
implemented using Aglets.
3.

A Security Requirement for Mobile Code

Before we go on to discuss the security concerns for mobile code paradigms, and the security features of
mobile code technologies, we first state our scope on what we mean by security. It is common to discuss
security in three aspects: security attack, security mechanism, and security service [Sta99]. We identify, in a
typical process of application development, a central concern before the mobile code paradigm can be
deployed and the mobile code technologies can be utilized:
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MCS: An application developed using the mobile code paradigm can be as secure as the same application
developed using the conventional client/server paradigm.
The identification of this concern is natural and straightforward. A typical application development process
consists of the requirement analysis, design, implementation, and testing phases [Som92]. Given a set of
security requirements in the requirement analysis phase, MCS concerns with the acceptance of the mobile
code paradigm in the design phase of the application development process. Restating in the usual security
terms, MCS is equivalent to saying that the mobile code paradigm must not bring additional security attacks
that have no corresponding security mechanisms to counter with.
In Section 4, we explore possible security attacks to applications developed with the mobile code paradigm,
and the security mechanisms that can account for these attacks. We then make a comparison with the
client/server paradigm to see if one paradigm is more vulnerable to security attacks than the other. This would
lead us to assessing the current status of the validity of MCS.
4.

Security Concerns of Mobile Code Paradigms

In this section, we discuss some possible security attacks (Section 4.1) to different mobile code paradigms, and
possible mechanisms (Section 4.2) against these attacks. To address MCS, we compare these attacks and
mechanisms with the attacks and mechanisms corresponding to the client/server paradigm in Section 4.3.
4.1 Security Attacks
A security attack is an action that compromises the security requirements of an application. Applications
developed using different paradigms are subject to different attacks, which would be discussed in the
following subsections.
4.1.1

Security Attacks to the Client/Server Paradigm

Conventionally, the client/server paradigm assumes the security model of an “information fortress”. In the
information fortress model, the local computer is assumed to be a secure premise for code and data. Only the
communication channels and remote sites would be suspected to be malicious. This effectively limits the
source of security attacks to outsiders of the local machine, and eliminates the possibilities of attacks to the
client on the client side and attacks to the server on the server side.
Therefore, the main possible attacks are masquerading (pretending the server or the client), eavesdropping on
the communication channel, and forging messages to the client or the server. Consequently, the main
challenges are to establish the appropriate trust relationship between the client and the server, and to secure the
communication channel from being eavesdropped.
4.1.2

Security Attacks to the Mobile Code Paradigms

While the security fortress model is usually assumed in the client/server paradigm, it also applies to the remote
evaluation and code-on-demand approaches, with some additional considerations. In the remote evaluation
paradigm, the security fortress model applies with the additional concern that the remote side must make sure
the code is not harmful to run. Therefore, apart from building trust between the sender and the receiver, an
additional challenge is to verify the code in the defending mechanism. Furthermore, code-on-demand is
similar to remote evaluation, as we see in Figure 1. The only difference between these two approaches is the
switching of the roles between the remote side and the local side, and the challenge is also on code verification.
Mobile agent, on the other hand, is the most challenging area of mobile code security, due to the autonomy of
agents. Mobile agent security is usually divided into two aspects: host security and agent security. Host
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security deals with the protection of hosts against malicious agents or other hosts, while agent security deals
with the protection of agents against malicious hosts or other agents.
For host security, the security fortress model can still apply, although agents may co-operate together to
perform a complex attack [GBH98]. For agent security, however, a mobile agent can hardly be modeled as a
“fortress”, due to the lack of trusted hardware to anchor security with [Tsc99]. Consequently, here are two
branches of possible attacks to agents:
i.
ii.

data tampering: a host or another agent may modify the data or execution state being carried by an
agent for malicious purpose
execution tampering: a host may change the code executed by an agent, or rearrange the code
execution sequence for malicious purpose

Until recently, it is generally believed that mobile agents are under the full control and mercy of hosts, thus
agent security is an intractable problem. We will examine in the next section some recent development in
agent security mechanisms that would likely break this limitation.
4.2 Security Mechanisms
Security mechanisms are mechanisms designed to prevent, detect or recover from security attacks. We
examine the security mechanisms developed for different paradigms in this subsection.
4.2.1

Security Mechanisms against Attacks to the Client/Server Paradigm

We see from Section 4.1 that the main security challenges of the client/server paradigm are the mutual trust
building between clients and servers, plus the protection of messages in transit. These problems can be
satisfactorily solved by cryptographic techniques such as security protocols (e.g., Kerberos [MIT99] and the
Secure Socket Layer version 3, SSLv3 [FKK96]) and message encryption. These mechanisms are already
extensively employed in existing client/server applications. A lot of details can be found in [Sch96] and
[Sta99].
4.2.2

Security Mechanisms against Attacks to the Mobile Code Paradigms

As possible attacks to mobile code paradigms are increasing, more mechanisms are required to secure mobile
code applications. We see from Section 4.1 that the main additional challenge to security of mobile code
paradigms is the verification of the received code. Two significant approaches to this problem are the sandbox
model and the verification techniques.
In the sandbox model, the code or agent received from a remote side can only access a dedicated portion of
system resources. Therefore, even if the received code or agent is malicious, damage would be confined to the
resources dedicated to that code or agent. This is the main security mechanism of the Java programming
language, and Java-based systems such as Aglets [KLO97]. In addition to sandboxes, received code or agents
are filtered through a code verifier which checks integrity of the code, for example, no access to out-of-bound
memory and type safety, etc. A host can also limit the period of time for a specific received program to run,
and thereby reducing the risk of time-consuming attacks. Besides, code may be digitally signed for hosts to
verify that they are actually from the intended senders.
Sandboxes and verification techniques serve to satisfy most of the host security requirements of mobile code
applications. These techniques are well known and generally accepted. On the other hand, for agent security,
no good mechanism is established to protect an agent from being tampered with. However, some approaches
have been proposed, and they can be classified into two categories.
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The first category is agent-tampering detection. These techniques aim at detecting whether an agent’s
execution or data have been tampered with along the journey. Some possible approaches are range
verification, timing information, addition of dummy data items and code, and cryptographic watermarks
[Tsc99].
Another category is agent-tampering prevention. These techniques aim at preventing agent code or data being
tampered with. Two approaches are highlighted here:
i.

Execution of encrypted functions [ST98]: with some specially designed functions, program can be
implemented to evaluate encrypted functions, which cannot be understood by hosts, but still
executable. The results of such evaluation would also be encrypted and trusted because no one would
be able to forge the encrypted function, nor the encrypted result.

ii.

Time-limited black-boxes [Hoh98a]: agents are messed up and obfuscated, such that they arrive to
hosts as black boxes. Hosts would be able to evaluate the black boxes, but would not have a very good
understanding of what the agent is meant to do. Besides, the lifetimes of black boxes are specified,
making time-consuming attacks unlikely.

These approaches are enlightening in the way that they open new areas in computer security. Yet they provide
limited protection to agents for the time being. Agent protection is still in its early stage, compared with the
maturity of protection for hosts and client/servers, and efforts should be spent on improving the
already-proposed mechanisms, or developing new protection mechanisms.
4.3 A Security Comparison Between Paradigms
From the previous discussion, we see that attacks to the client/server paradigm are least possible, due to the
assumption of the security fortress model. Mechanisms are well established to defend these attacks. Remote
evaluation and code on demand are subject to more attacks, but the mechanisms against these attacks are also
quite well established. This is consistent with the popularity of Java applets, which is a typical example of code
on demand. Mobile agents, on the other hand, are facing even more attacks, yet the defending mechanism is
not very well established. Figure 2 summarizes the comparison. Therefore, from the view of an application
developer, remote evaluation and code on demand are acceptable for software design; however, the
acceptability of the mobile agent approach is still in question, i.e., MCS is not currently valid.
Client/Server
Paradigm

Security

Mobile code
Remote evaluation,
Code on demand

Mobile agent

Attacks more possible; mechanisms less established
Figure 2. Security Trend of Mobile Code Paradigms.

5.

A Case Study for Mobile Agent Security: the Traveling Information Agent System

In Section 4, we see that mobile agent security, especially agent protection, requires a particular attention. To
study the security concerns of mobile agents in more details, we implemented a traveling information retrieval
application, namely the Traveling Information Agent (TIA) system, deploying the mobile agent paradigm, and
investigated possible attacks to the system we built. In this section, we describe the system briefly, and present
some of the possible attacks the system is exposed to.
5.1 The System
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The system can be divided into a client system and a server system. The client system is built on a handheld PC
running Windows CE while the server system is built on a desktop computer. The server can be further divided
into two parts: a database system (an Oracle server) and a proxy server that interfaces between the handheld
PC and the databases. Users of the system inputs his request for information (such as transportation,
accommodation, weather, news and exchange rate of a particular place) through a graphical user interface, the
client system (on the handheld PC) analyzes the request, and sends an agent to the proxy server to ask for data.
The proxy server gets the request from client, and relays the agent to the database servers. After arriving at the
appropriate database, the agent gets the appropriate data from the server. Then, the agent returns to the proxy
Handheld PC (running
Windows CE)

agent
Network

System analyzes the
request and asks the
server for data

Proxy Server
Get the request from
client and send agents to
database servers

CLIENT
agent

Network

agent

SERVER
agent

Databases (Oracle server)
Agents get appropriate data
here and bring back to proxy
server
Figure 3. The Traveling Information Agent system.
server, and finally go back to the client. The system is illustrated in Figure 4.
Agents are implemented as Java objects using the IBM Aglets Software Development Kit [IBM99]. Notice
that although we divide the system into the client part and the server part, it is actually a mobile agent
application rather than a conventional client/server application. This is because we are sending and receiving
agents between machines, there is mobility of both “know-how” and “processor”, as described in Section 2.
5.2 Attack Model and Scenarios
As described in Section 4, there are two types of attacks to the mobile agent paradigm: attacks to hosts and
attacks to agents. Attacks to hosts (such as code authentication and verification) are similar to attacks to the
conventional client/servers, and can be well described using the sandbox model. We are more interested in the
new area of attacks to agents.
To describe attacks to agents, we also need a model. We find little information regarding models for mobile
agent system and security, especially concerning agent protection. The information fortress model is not
applicable to model mobile agents, and the sandbox model is suitable for host protection only. [Hoh98b] is the
only work that is suitable for modeling agent protection. In this paper, a model of attacks by malicious hosts
against mobile agents is proposed. In the model, agents and (malicious) hosts are represented by abstract
machines that execute the corresponding agent or attack programs. Abstract machines are modeled using
RASPS (Random Access Stored Program plus Stack) machines. An agent RASPS depends on the host RASPS
for accessing the environment and communicating with other agent RASPS’s. The host RASPS has access to
all of the host environment, and is able to read and manipulate the properties of all agent RASPS’s running on
that host, as well as control their execution. Figure 4 illustrates the model.
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This model is plausible because it can be used to describe most malicious host attack scenarios including:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

spy out and modify the whole data part of an agent
spy out and modify the code part of an agent
manipulate the code execution sequence of an agent
manipulate the agent execution environment

Environment
Read/manipulate
(Other agents)
Malicious
Host
Read/manipulate properties;
control execution

System call
Agent

Figure 4. Attack Model of Malicious Hosts against Mobile Agents.
Applying the model to our TIA system, the agent is sent from the client handheld PC, the malicious host may
be the agent servers running on the same host of the proxy server or the database server, and also other hosts
that relay the agent. The environment may be the databases storing the traveling information (in case the
database server is malicious). The following possible attacks to the agent can be identified:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

a malicious host that relay the agent may spy out and modify data collected by the agent, therefore
false information is reported to the user;
a malicious host that relay the agent may spy out the code of the agent, thereby get to learn what
information the particular user is interested in;
a malicious host that is also running the database server may manipulate the execution sequence of or
modify the code of the agent, and make the agent request some information from the database for it
illegitimately;
a malicious host running the database server may manipulate the information obtained from the
databases, or modify the database directly, therefore the agent will obtain false information.

These are only a subset of all possible attacks to the agent in the TIA system. As described in Section 4. There
is presently no good method to protect the agents from these attacks. Efforts should be spent on devising
mechanisms to protect the agents.
6.

Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we study the mobile code paradigm, which is a collection of remote evaluation, code on demand,
and mobile agents, as an alternative to the conventional client/server paradigm. We examine security concerns
of the mobile code paradigm, which is a bottleneck to the acceptance of mobile code from the application
developers’ point of view. We identify a crucial security requirement (MCS) of mobile code paradigms, and
survey existing security attacks and mechanisms to evaluate the current status on meeting this requirement.
We conclude that the mobile code paradigm is still to be developed in its security aspects.
From the study, we observe that mobile agent protection needs a particular attention. To investigate the
security threats to mobile agents in particulars, we implemented a simple Traveling Information Agent system,
and discuss the possible attacks to the agents in this system, based on the attack model in [Hoh98b]. In the
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future, we would devote efforts to devising mechanisms that would enhance mobile agent security. We also
want to implement and test these security mechanisms, and also evaluate these mechanisms. We believe that
secure mobile agent applications would be a hot topic in the first century of the next millennium.
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